Iran turning to cyber-enabled influence operations for greater effect
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The increased convergence of cyber and influence operations by Iranian groups follows on the heels of highly sophisticated cyberattacks against Iran since July 2021. Iran's inability to match the sophistication of some of the cyberattacks it has faced likely prompted the regime to find innovative methods to retaliate in a way that appeared proportional—to align with their national security preference of proportional and directed retaliation.2

As Iranian threat actors improve their capabilities, they are likely to continue to hone both their cyber and influence techniques to match the highly sophisticated cyberattacks of their adversaries in an attempt at proportional retaliation. Continued improvements in Iranian threat actors’ offensive cyber methods will enhance their ability to be more selective in targeting, including against higher-profile targets, while their new influence techniques will add to the amplification, realism, and ultimate effectiveness of their campaigns.

This report will focus on the likely reasons for Iran’s increased use of cyber-enabled influence operations, the techniques being utilized, and the potential for future threats. The report also provides a semi-annual update on improvements demonstrated by Iranian state-sponsored actors in both cyber operations and influence methods since late 2022.

Microsoft will publish semi-annual updates on these and other nation state actors to warn our customers and the global community of the threat posed by such operations, identifying specific sectors and regions at heightened risk.

Introduction

Iranian state actors have latched onto a new set of preferred techniques, combining cyber and influence operations (IO)—what we refer to as cyber-enabled influence operations—for greater geopolitical effect. Multiple Iranian state groups have turned to cyber-enabled IO more regularly since June 2022 to boost, exaggerate, or compensate for shortcomings in their network access or cyberattack capabilities. More fundamentally, they have combined offensive cyber operations with multi-pronged influence operations to fuel geopolitical change in alignment with the regime’s objectives. This has included operations this year that have sought to bolster Palestinian resistance, foment Shi’ite unrest in Bahrain, and counter the normalization of Arab-Israeli ties.1
Iran increasing pace of cyber-enabled IO

Iran’s integration of cyber and influence operations has accelerated since June 2022. Microsoft linked 24 unique cyber-enabled influence operations to the Iranian government in 2022—including 17 since mid-June—compared to seven in 2021 (see Figure 1). The rise in these operations, which may be partly attributable to improvements in our detection capabilities, has corresponded with a decline in ransomware or wiper attacks by groups linked to Iran’s military, notably the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC). As we previously reported, Microsoft detected a spike in such attacks from IRGC and Ministry of Intelligence and Security (MOIS) groups from 2020 to mid-2022. The IRGC’s latest string of cyber-enabled IO in the last year has leveraged low-impact, low-sophistication cyberattacks, such as defacements, which are less time and resource intensive, while dedicating more effort to its multi-pronged amplification methods.

Key terms defined

**Cyber-enabled influence operations**
Operations which combine offensive computer network operations with messaging and amplification in a coordinated and manipulative fashion to shift perceptions, behaviors, or decisions by target audiences to further a group or a nation’s interests and objectives.3

**Cyber persona**
A manufactured public-facing group or individual that takes responsibility for a cyber operation while providing plausible deniability for the underlying group or nation responsible.

**Sockpuppet**
A false online persona employing a fictitious or stolen identity for the purpose of deception.
In the past year, Iran’s cyber-enabled influence operations have pushed narratives seeking to bolster Palestinian resistance, foment Shi'ite unrest in the Gulf, counter the normalization of Arab-Israeli diplomatic and economic relations, sow panic or fear among Israelis, and expose corrupt or embarrassing activity of Iranian adversaries. As we explore below, some operations pursued multiple influence narratives.

**Bolstering Palestinian resistance**

In mid-February, a probable Iranian group we track as Storm-1084 (DEV-1084) coupled destructive cyberattacks with messaging encouraging action in response to Israel’s policies toward Palestinians. The group presented their attacks as ransomware and posted data for sale on the dark web using the cyber persona DarkBit, likely to enhance Iran’s plausible deniability. The ransomware included a ransom note using the cyber persona with the same message DarkBit posted on Telegram, calling Israel “an apartheid regime” that should “pay for occupation, war crimes against humanity, killing the people,” including Palestinians. This type of messaging was previously commonplace among groups that we assess conducted cyber-enabled IO for the IRGC (see Figure 3).

As detailed in a Microsoft Security blog on April 7, another Iranian state actor linked to Iran’s MOIS likely gained remote access to enable Storm-1084’s attacks. The operations also impacted on-premises and cloud environments and likely entailed greater time, resources, and skills than most of the IRGC’s other recent cyber-enabled influence operations. The operation used several techniques and tools—including some customized backdoors—to gain access, maintain persistence, escalate privileges, and execute the attacks.5

---

Figure 1
Timeline of Iran’s cyber-enabled influence operations indicate greater adoption

Figure 2: DarkBit Reddit account showing the group’s use of Twitter and YouTube. DarkBit also posted to Facebook and Telegram accounts.
MOIS and IRGC groups have adopted the use of cyber-enabled IO. This report uses Microsoft’s new threat actor naming taxonomy. For details on the new taxonomy and a cross reference to Microsoft’s old names (in parentheses in this report) see our blog and reference guide.12

Microsoft assesses that most of Iran’s cyber-enabled influence operations are being run by Emennet Pasargad—which we track as Cotton Sandstorm—an Iranian state actor sanctioned by the US Treasury Department for their attempts to undermine the integrity of the 2020 US Presidential Elections.13

We assess that Cotton Sandstorm has run or been involved in all eight of these fictitious cyber group personas since 2022. As this chart demonstrates, Cotton Sandstorm’s influence tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) have expanded and improved since mid-2022. We assess the groups are linked to Cotton Sandstorm based on extensive overlaps in influence TTPs. We have higher confidence in some of the groups’ links to Cotton Sandstorm based on information released by the US government, victim overlaps, or forensic links between Cotton Sandstorm and the influence operations. Information shared by industry partners at Meta also boosted our confidence levels in attributing some of these cyber personas to Cotton Sandstorm. See: The Digital Threat Analysis Center’s Attribution Model for Influence Operations for a fuller treatment of how we determine confidence levels.15

Microsoft assesses that most of Iran’s cyber-enabled influence operations are being run by Emennet Pasargad—which we track as Cotton Sandstorm—an Iranian state actor sanctioned by the US Treasury Department for their attempts to undermine the integrity of the 2020 US Presidential Elections.13 We assess that Cotton Sandstorm has run or been involved in all eight of these fictitious cyber group personas since 2022. As this chart demonstrates, Cotton Sandstorm’s influence tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) have expanded and improved since mid-2022. We assess the groups are linked to Cotton Sandstorm based on extensive overlaps in influence TTPs. We have higher confidence in some of the groups’ links to Cotton Sandstorm based on information released by the US government, victim overlaps, or forensic links between Cotton Sandstorm and the influence operations. Information shared by industry partners at Meta also boosted our confidence levels in attributing some of these cyber personas to Cotton Sandstorm. See: The Digital Threat Analysis Center’s Attribution Model for Influence Operations for a fuller treatment of how we determine confidence levels.15
Both of Cotton Sandstorm's operations in Bahrain followed a predictable playbook for cyber-enabled influence operations that they have replicated elsewhere. Following a low-sophistication cyberattack (e.g., a defacement), a fictitious cyber persona publicizes and exaggerates the attacks on social media, before seemingly unassociated sockpuppets amplify the news in the language of the target audience. As was the case in Al-Toufan's operation against Bahrain's elections, the group's initial amplification sometimes entails the impersonation of accounts of a targeted organization, or a senior official at that organization, to add credibility to the cyberattack.

In mid-February, cyber persona Al-Toufan (“the flood” in Arabic) claimed to deface several Bahraini and Israeli websites in conjunction with the 12th anniversary of the outbreak of nationwide anti-government protests in Bahrain. Al-Toufan, which we assess is run by Cotton Sandstorm, targeted Bahraini news and government websites to foment unrest among the politically underrepresented Shi’ite majority in Bahrain by encouraging protests and highlighting poverty and inflation. In its initial defacement of a pro-government news website on February 11, Cotton Sandstorm replaced legitimate social media accounts, or sockpuppets, later amplified Al-Toufan’s claimed defacements.

In November, Cotton Sandstorm conducted its first cyber-enabled influence operation under the guise of Al-Toufan against Bahrain’s parliamentary elections using a similar playbook (see Figure 5). The operation also sought to foment unrest among Bahraini Shi’ites, in part by delegitimizing the elections. One day ahead of the November 12 vote, Al-Toufan claimed to disrupt Bahrain’s parliament website (nuwab.bh) in support of boycotting the elections and in response to Bahraini authorities”’ persecution,” presumably a reference to Manama’s political dissolution of Shi’ite groups. Although the cyberattacks only temporarily disrupted nuwab.bh and a news site, Cotton Sandstorm had hundreds of Twitter and Instagram sockpuppets ready to amplify and exaggerate the impact of the attacks. In fact, some of the sockpuppets impersonated Bahrain’s parliamentary and municipal elections organization and its executive director, claiming the election might be postponed. Dozens of sockpuppets then amplified the fake news of an election delay.
Countering normalization of Arab-Israeli ties

We assess that Cotton Sandstorm conducted another campaign using the cyber persona Atlas Group to counter the normalization of Arab-Israeli relations. On December 10, Atlas Group claimed to deface an Israeli sports website with a message stating that Israelis were not welcome at the World Cup in Qatar, or in any Muslim countries. Similar to operations in Bahrain, Cotton Sandstorm leveraged dozens of sockpuppets to amplify the news and intensify anti-Israeli sentiment, drawing on a simple URL manipulation exploiting an open redirect in the URL on a Sport5 webpage. This influence operation took place during the World Cup quarterfinals, one month after Israel and Qatar agreed to establish direct flights for the games.

Sowing panic in Israel

On Black Friday in late November, another cyber persona likely run by Cotton Sandstorm called BlackMagic claimed to deface dozens of Israeli websites, leaked shipping and personal data from logistics companies, and posted a video of a cyber operator altering destinations in the product distribution logs of an Israeli shipping company. The lack of corroborating evidence that the group affected actual shipments suggests the operation was another example of Cotton Sandstorm using an influence operation to exaggerate the effects of its cyberattacks. This is similar to its false claims of having cast ballots in the 2020 US Presidential Elections. The operation sought to disrupt retail shipping, or at least provide the appearance of such disruption, likely to spark panic among Israelis.

We assess Cotton Sandstorm was behind the BlackMagic persona based on forensic links and the use of several similar amplification TTPs. A BlackMagic-labeled ransomware and a Cotton Sandstorm-linked tunneling tool used in the operation were hosted on an IP that we assess was linked to Cotton Sandstorm. Similar to other Cotton Sandstorm influence operations, sockpuppets associated with the BlackMagic campaign impersonated Israelis on Twitter and Facebook (in some cases re-using the same fake accounts from other campaigns), published messages seeking to undermine trust in Israeli institutions, and posted messages to inauthentic community groups targeting Israelis. They also used Twitter accounts masquerading as breached Israeli businesses.

Another Iran-linked cyber persona, Moses Staff, released closed-circuit television (CCTV) footage of one of the November 23 Jerusalem bus station bombings, likely to sow fear among Israelis. The group’s access to and release of the sensitive footage on the same day as the attacks suggests involvement in the planning of the attack on civilians, even though the Iranians may not have been responsible for the bombing itself. Microsoft assesses that Moses Staff is operated by an Iranian state actor other than Cotton Sandstorm, which we track as Marigold Sandstorm. In contrast to Cotton Sandstorm, we have not detected Moses Staff amplifying cyberattacks on social media using sockpuppets. We have also not detected an overlap in victims between Moses Staff and Cotton Sandstorm.
Iran has adopted cyber-enabled IO to undercut the momentum of nationwide protests by leaking information that aims to embarrass prominent regime opposition figures or to expose their “corrupt” relationships. Shortly after the outbreak of anti-government protests in Iran in late September, a new cyber persona, Adll Ali, which we assess is acting on Iran’s behalf, began leaking information to slander several prominent Iranian opposition figures. Their targets included the eldest son of Iran’s former Shah (the leader of Iran’s former monarchy) and Masih Alinejad, a vocal Iranian-American women’s rights activist. Adll Ali’s first posts exploited documents they claimed to have acquired from a cyber operation against a Kurdish separatist group, the Komala Party. Adll Ali sought to shift blame onto the Komala Party for orchestrating protests in Iran and possibly the events that led to the arrest of Mahsa Amini, who died at the hands of Iranian morality police in September 2022, sparking nationwide protests.

Iranian state actors have executed an ongoing and nearly year-long set of cyberattacks and influence operations against the Albanian government questioning Tirana’s harboring of the Mujahideen-e Khalq (MEK), an Iranian dissident group that seeks to overthrow the Islamic Republic. As Microsoft disclosed in September, we assess multiple Iranian actors linked to the MOIS were responsible for the initial data deletion attack and follow-on influence operations against Tirana over the summer.

Apart from the cyber activities linked to the MEK, Iranian state actors have also launched attacks against the Albanian government’s political leaders and more broadly exposed the alleged corruption of Albania’s political leaders and nefarious links between the MEK and Tirana. In January, the cyber persona taking responsibility for the attacks, Homeland Justice, leaked personal details of banking customers, claiming they revealed Albanian officials had laundered money from the MEK.

"Exposing" their adversaries

Hacktivists stoking anti-regime protests

Since October, several anti-regime hacktivist groups have conducted cyberattacks and hack-and-leak operations against Iran to foment nationwide protests. Several anti-regime cyber groups (e.g., Lab Dookhtegan, Edaalaite Ali) shifted their focus to the protests while other new groups cropped up (Bakhtak, Black Reward, ZZA Hackers) specifically focused on the protests. All the groups regularly used slogans from the nationwide protests, such as #Mahsa_Amini and #زنده_زنگه_زا (Woman, Life, Freedom). Cyber groups claiming to be hacktivists, such as Black Reward, Lab Dookhtegan, ZZA Hackers, and Edaalaite Ali have leaked Iranian government email databases, defaced government-linked websites, hacked and interrupted Iranian state TV broadcasts, and have more generally tried to embarrass the Iranian government. Other more prolific but less sophisticated anti-regime cyber activity, including Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attacks and hack-and-leaks of government data, have centered around “Anonymous” branded groups and hacktivist collectives with indeterminate backing.

Anti-regime cyber personas

- **Black Reward**: Leaked internal communications of state-linked media
- **Bakhtak**: Leaked data of IRGC officials and regime corruption
- **Lab Dookhtegan**: Exposed Iranian cyber actors
- **ZZA Hackers**: Exposed regime’s censorship, protest surveillance efforts
- **Edaalaite Ali**: Amplified calls for protests, leaked data of regime officials
- **“Anonymous”**: Targeted regime-linked websites
Leveraging cyber-enabled IO to pack a bigger retaliatory punch

Iran's cyber-enabled influence operations have sought to retaliate for cyberattacks or cyber-enabled IO against Iran on multiple occasions. In September, Homeland Justice leaked CCTV feeds from border crossings and Albania police, whose systems were reportedly impacted by a cyberattack.25 We assess the attack on the police-controlled information system was retaliation for the Albanian police’s raid on the Iranian Embassy in Tirana the day prior.26 The published CCTV feeds likely sought to mimic an anti-Iran group, Edaalate Ali, which released CCTV footage showing the disruption of surveillance video at Iran’s notorious Evin prison with a defacement message in 2021 (see Figure 9). As the images below depict, Iran’s cyber operation did not send as clear a message in the attack itself, requiring close examination of the CCTV feeds to notice border agents’ operations were impacted.

In some cases, Iran’s cyber-enabled influence operations likely sought retaliation for highly sophisticated cyberattacks that Iran could not rival. Cotton Sandstorm’s targeting of Israel’s transportation sector in the BlackMagic campaign mirrored the sector targeted in Iran repeatedly in 2021 by an anti-Iran group called Predatory Sparrow. The BlackMagic operation’s influence objective also mimicked what several senior Iranian leaders viewed as the aim of Predatory Sparrow’s cyberattacks against Iran’s fueling stations—to cause anger and disorder.27 In contrast to the cyberattack in Iran that impacted fueling stations nationwide, BlackMagic leveraged low-sophistication defacements, network access, and a likely doctored video to make the impact of their operation appear comparable (see Figure 10).

In February 2022, Cotton Sandstorm attempted to conduct a cyberattack against an Israeli logistics facility, which operates terminals at major Israeli seaports.28 The cyberattack likely sought to retaliate for a cyberattack in May 2020 against a major Iranian port, which some US and foreign government officials pinned on Israel.29 Unlike the cyberattack on Iran’s port, which brought sea and land traffic to a halt, Iran’s cyberattack was likely caught prior to full execution, judging from the limited impact beyond the Israeli company having to temporarily shut down some of its computers.30 In spite of a lack of meaningful impact on operations, Cotton Sandstorm resorted to an influence operation under the guise of Hackers of Savior, publicizing access to CCTV footage at the facility in an attempt to prompt fear among Israelis.

In September 2022, Homeland Justice leaked CCTV feeds from border crossings and Albania police, whose systems were reportedly impacted by a cyberattack.25 We assess the attack on the police-controlled information system was retaliation for the Albanian police’s raid on the Iranian Embassy in Tirana the day prior.26 The published CCTV feeds likely sought to mimic an anti-Iran group, Edaalate Ali, which released CCTV footage showing the disruption of surveillance video at Iran’s notorious Evin prison with a defacement message in 2021 (see Figure 9). As the images below depict, Iran’s cyber operation did not send as clear a message in the attack itself, requiring close examination of the CCTV feeds to notice border agents’ operations were impacted.
Trends in influence methods

Iranian state actors have honed their influence techniques through an increased use of cyber-enabled IO. They have added two new amplification methods to their toolkit.

1. SMS messaging to contact a target audience

Microsoft observed multiple Iranian actors attempting to use bulk SMS messaging in three cases in the second half of 2022, likely to enhance the amplification and psychological effects of their cyber-influence operations. We assess that Cotton Sandstorm was partially successful in at least one case in December. According to the FBI, as of early 2021, Cotton Sandstorm had demonstrated an interest in leveraging bulk SMS services to broadly disseminate its messaging.

In December, Cotton Sandstorm sent SMS messages, ostensibly from the Sport5 network they targeted warning Israelis not to travel to Muslim countries. One such message included a link to an altered Sport5 webpage. The SMS messages likely served to exaggerate the effects of the cyberattack and to sow panic among Israelis. Sport5 confirmed that SMS messages posing as them were sent to thousands of people. This included at least some Israelis who had planned travel to Arab Gulf countries, according to separate Israeli press reports.

2. Impersonating victims to add credibility

Late last year, Cotton Sandstorm began impersonating purported victim organizations, or leading figures in those organizations, to add credibility to the effects of the cyberattack or compromise. In November, the BlackMagic operation included the impersonation of several Israeli retailers whom the cyber persona claimed to hack. Al-Toufan’s operation impersonated an official from Bahrain’s election organization. Likewise, in January, an operation amplified by the Holy Souls persona used inauthentic Twitter accounts spoofing the editor-in-chief of French satirical magazine Charlie Hebdo.

In December, Cotton Sandstorm sent SMS messages, ostensibly from the Sport5 network they targeted warning Israelis not to travel to Muslim countries. One such message included a link to an altered Sport5 webpage. The SMS messages likely served to exaggerate the effects of the cyberattack and to sow panic among Israelis. Sport5 confirmed that SMS messages posing as them were sent to thousands of people. This included at least some Israelis who had planned travel to Arab Gulf countries, according to separate Israeli press reports.

Al-Toufan and Homeland Justice may also have tried to send SMS messages to falsely indicate a delay in Bahrain’s parliamentary elections in November and amplify signaling behind Iran’s cyberattacks in Albania, respectively. The limited audience that claimed to receive SMS messages in both cases suggests the campaigns were either limited in scope or fabricated by sockpuppets.
Trends in cyber threats

While lagging behind their Russian and Chinese counterparts in sophistication, Iranian nation state actors have added some new tools and techniques to their arsenal. This continued advancement in sophistication will enhance their ability to acquire access to specific targets of interest and maintain persistence while avoiding detection, a challenge they likely faced in some of their cyber-enabled influence operations since 2022.

1. Rapid adoption of N-day vulnerabilities

Iranian state actors have increased the speed with which they are operationalizing newly reported exploits to compromise organizations. On January 19, the same day the proof-of-concept (POC) code was publicly released, a group we track as Mint Sandstorm (PHOSPHORUS) began exploiting a remote code execution vulnerability in Zoho ManageEngine (CVE-2022-47966), a suite of products used to manage enterprise IT. In February, Mint Sandstorm incorporated an exploit for a newly disclosed vulnerability only five days after a POC code was publicly reported (CVE-2022-47986). This was a pre-authentication remote code execution vulnerability in an IBM file transfer application.

Microsoft has observed Iranian state actors continuing to rely on older vulnerabilities as well, including Log4Shell, to compromise vulnerable devices. As this activity is typically opportunistic and indiscriminate, Microsoft recommends that organizations regularly patch vulnerabilities with publicly available POCs, regardless of how long the POC has been available.

2. Use of victim websites for C2

Beginning in late 2022, an Iranian actor we assess is linked to Iran’s MOIS, Storm-0133 (DEV-0133), used custom malware to establish communication between an already compromised Israeli website and multiple other in-country victim networks. The MOIS group used the legitimate yet compromised Israeli website for command and control (C2), demonstrating an improvement in operational security, as the technique complicates defenders’ efforts, which often leverage geolocation data to identify anomalous network activity. Storm-0133’s campaign exclusively targeted Israeli organizations, affecting local government agencies and companies serving the defense, lodging, and healthcare sectors.

3. Steady use of custom tooling

IRGC and MOIS groups used custom tooling against targets of interest in early 2023. The shift away from publicly available tools and simple scripts towards the development and use of bespoke implants suggests that at least a subset of operators are capable of increasingly sophisticated tradecraft. The malware that Storm-0133 used against Israeli organizations was a custom malware that we refer to as Mango malware. Mint Sandstorm’s exploitation of CVE-2022-47986 also involved a custom PowerShell script designed with built-in obfuscation to scrape information from victims. Mint Sandstorm developed another pair of custom tools that Microsoft has detected in use since 2022: Drokbk and Soldier (a more sophisticated variant of Drokbk). These implants are backdoors that operators use to persist in target environments and deploy additional tools. These tools use GitHub to host a domain rotator, tradecraft that allows operators to dynamically update their C2 and potentially evade static block lists implemented by defenders.
Looking ahead

Iranian cyberattacks and influence operations are likely to remain focused on retaliating against foreign cyberattacks and perceived incitement of protests inside Iran. Israel, followed by the United States, is likely at highest risk for future such operations, particularly in the near term given Iran’s rapprochement with Saudi Arabia and diplomatic blitz of other Arab Gulf nations in March. Israeli and US organizations have consistently been the most common targets of Iranian cyber operations in the past year, with a further increase in Israeli targeting in the past six months, judging from Microsoft data (see Figure 12). In October, Supreme Leader Khamenei and Iran’s intelligence agencies blamed Israel and the United States for inciting protests in Iran, while other key regime figures have blamed Israel and the United States for major cyberattacks against Iran.
In its operations against the Albanian government, Iran signaled that the attacks were also aimed at Israel or would be in the future. Homeland Justice’s logo, which they used in both the ransom note and regularly on their public posts, was an eagle preying on the logo of the Predatory Sparrow group inside a Star of David (see Figure 13). Predatory Sparrow conducted highly sophisticated cyberattacks against Iran that delayed trains in July 2021, impacted gas fueling pumps across the country in October 2021, and caused a fire at an Iranian steel factory by adjusting controls at the facility in June 2022.\footnote{In fact, as we previously wrote, Iran executed a cyber-enabled influence operation in January as a form of retaliation against a French magazine for holding a competition for cartoons “ridiculing” Iran’s Supreme Leader as a “symbol of backward-looking, narrow-minded, intolerant religious power.”\textsuperscript{42} The operation also criticized the French government, suggesting they were financing the magazine.}

NATO member nations and European countries may also be at a heightened risk of future Iranian cyber and influence operations. The increased aggressiveness of Iranian actors since 2021, including Iran’s first cyberattack directly against a NATO government (Albania) in July 2022, indicate a less bounded operating environment and portend a greater future threat for less conventional Iranian targets, such as other NATO members.

Iran’s persistent targeting of Albania for cyberattacks and influence operations, including at the time of writing, suggests Iranian actors have not been deterred from pursuing NATO allies.

In November, Mint Sandstorm sent spear-phishing emails to security-related ministers from primarily NATO countries in the Ukraine Defense Consultative Group, ostensibly about an upcoming virtual meeting. Iran was likely seeking intelligence in the wake of EU sanctions on Iranian entities involved in supplying drones to Russia, as well as reports of the delivery to Ukraine of new air defense systems meant to combat missile and drone strikes.\footnote{Iran’s intelligence agencies blamed western intelligence services in multiple European countries for cooperating with the CIA on a project to foment protests in Iran.\textsuperscript{44}}

\footnotesize{Figure 13: Homeland Justice banner and ransomware image of an eagle preying on the Predatory Sparrow symbol inside a Star of David.}
Iran's efforts at conducting higher impact cyberattacks against operational technology

Iran is likely to continue leveraging its newfound penchant for cyber-enabled IO to keep pace with external pressure, in part to overcome shortcomings in its cyber threat capabilities relative to the attacks it has faced. At the same time, Iranian cyber actors are likely seeking greater cyberattack capabilities to achieve the regime’s desire for proportional retaliation. In fact, there remain occasional outliers that demonstrate efforts along these lines.

In early April 2023, an Iran-linked group was most likely behind a cyberattack that disabled the water controllers of at least ten Israeli farms, replacing the image on programmable logic controllers (PLCs) with the message “Down with Israel.” The image was identical to one used in a probable Iranian cyberattack against Israel Post in January 2022, days after an Iranian state broadcast was disrupted with the message “Down with Khamenei.”

Prior to the most recent attack on Israel’s water system, Microsoft Threat Intelligence detected an Iranian actor conducting reconnaissance of an Israeli water company in mid-2022 and scanning the web interfaces of Israel-based industrial control systems in December 2022. We do not know if that actor was involved in this latest attack.

In June, Moses Staff amplified a cyberattack that set off emergency rocket sirens in Israel using software that adjusts Audio over Internet Protocol (AoIP) networks. We assess an Iran-affiliated actor was also responsible for the cyberattack on the alarm system, but we do not have indications linking the group with Moses Staff.

Classified documents leaked by a British news outlet in July 2021 indicate that in 2020 an IRGC unit was conducting research into vulnerabilities in PLCs and methods of remotely adjusting the controls of fuel pumps at petrol stations and ballast water on cargo ships, which could disrupt a ship’s operations.